
SIAMESE AND ALL BREED CAT CLUB OF IRELAND – 20.10.13 
Mrs Sally Tokens 
My sincere thanks to Ronnie and her team for their kind invitation and excellent 
hospitality. The gift was so special and will be treasured. My steward was Margaret Baker 
and Aoifa a Veterinary student. It was a great delight to work with both ladies.  
AV SLH GRAND CHAMPION; HIB GR CC; Archer INT GR CH ISHCUS MELISA tortie 
classic tabby and white maine coon. Fabulous bone and weight. Rectangular body shape. 
Large ears which are set quite high with a good width apart and long tufts. Super cheeks 
with high set cheek bones. Slight concave curve at the nasal bridge. Square muzzle. Level 
bite. Slight concave curve at the nasal bridge. Touch more breadth to the chin. White to 
the paws, chest and tummy. A full coat with lovely black and red and tabby markings 
evident. Soft top coat and a good undercoat. Ruff to frame the face and breeches. Tail 
well covered and reaching the shoulders.  
AV SLH GRAND PREMIER; HIB GR PC; Noonan GR PR POPPYLOVE GASPY MENELIK seal 
mitted ragdoll just over three years old. Very strong and well developed. Medium sized 
ears which slightly tilt forward. Flat plane. Cheeks have a nice width and the muzzle is well 
rounded. Level bite. Eyes with a slightly oblique shape and nice blue colour. White mittens 
and back legs. White to the chin. Level bite. A very soft coat which was well groomed with 
a small amount of undercoat. Tail balances with the body and is well furnished. Nice seal to 
the coat with the body coat a little lighter in colour.  
HIB RES GR PC; Frizelle INT CH & GR PR ISHCUS ADAM red classic tabby and white 
maine coon of four years old. A huge lad with wonderful strong bone. Ears are set quite 
high with a good width apart and tufts but he tends to hold them down. Nice width to the 
cheeks. Green colouring to the eyes which have a slightly oblique aperture and set. Slight 
concave curve to the nasal bridge. Level bite with lots of teeth missing. Square muzzle and 
a good breadth and depth to the chin. White to the paws, chest and tummy. Very good 
pattern with a well marked butterfly to the shoulders, oysters to the flanks. M on the 
forehead. Ruff to frame the face. Rich red markings on a good red ground colour. 
Wonderful temperament he just laid on the table. Tail full and flowing and in proportion to 
the body length. 
BI COLOURED ADULT; 1 CC & BOB; Molloy CELOSIA ARTHUR cream and white just a 
year old. Very good bone and nice weight. Small ears which are well set. Rounded skull. 
Cheeks are full and round. Short broad nose with a good stop and good size leather and 
nostrils with the nose leather just large enough. Medium orange eye colour to well shaped 
eyes. Colour and white to the face and all the limbs. Two or three patches of colour to his 
back. Just lacking in undercoat at present. Soft texture. Pale cream set off by clean 
white. Sparsely covered tail which is short in length.  
TABBY/SMOKE/CAMEO & WHITE ADULT; 1 CC & BOB; Rima SOUTHKITTY CRYSTAL 
GAZER brown tabby and white of two years old. Showing quite strong well balanced type.  
Nicely boned with good weight. Ears are small and well placed. Skull nicely formed. Cheeks 
showing width and the eyes are bold with a medium orange colouring. Short snub nose and a 
nice stop. Acceptable bite. Coat is quite sparse today and lacking in undercoat. Fairly soft 



texture. White to the paws, chest and tummy with a white chevron to the face. Tabby 
pattern can just be seen to the coloured areas. Tail lightly furnished and balances.  
BI COLOURED NEUTER; 1 PC & BOB; Harte KARALO GEOFFREY SANTA CRUZ red and 
white coming up to eighteen months old. Quite a wriggler! Strong bone and good substance. 
Small and well positioned ears. Skull is nicely formed. Full and round cheeks. Short snub 
nose with a strong break and the nose leather is just large enough. Level bite. Good copper 
colour to well shaped eyes. Colour to the back legs with the front’s white. White to the 
cheeks and forehead. Rich red patches with two or three to his back. Just lacking in 
undercoat today. Tail sparse and short in length.  
BLUE POINT BIRMAN ADULT; 1 CC & BOB; Tanner-Mason CARRICKFERN JIGOLO 
nearly three and a half years old with very good bone and weight. Well positioned ears 
which are medium in size. Lovely width to the cheeks. Slight dip in profile. Almost round 
eyes of a good blue colour. Level bite. Muzzle is well formed. Gloves are level, socks equal, 
gauntlets equal in length and breadth. Some shading to the top coat with a limited amount 
of undercoat. Soft in texture and well groomed. Tail is a touch short and very lightly 
covered. All the points are evenly matched with the depth of blue colouring.  
CHOCOLATE AND LILAC BIRMAN POINT ADULT; 1 CC & BOB; Tanner-Mason 
RANECHI TAUFEEQ chocolate lad of four years old, a very nervous lad. Excellent strong 
bone and substance. Medium sized ears which are well positioned. Cheeks are nice and full 
and the muzzle has just a very small pinch. Level bite. Eyes are almost round and showing a 
medium blue colour. Slight dip to the profile. Coat has a limited amount of undercoat and is 
clear and soft in texture. Tail not quite reaching the shoulders and is lightly covered. 
Gloves symmetrically marked. Socks equal, gauntlets level in breadth and length. Milk 
chocolate to the points.  
BROWN OR BLUE TABBY MAINE COON ADULT MALE; 1 CC & BOB; Bradley & Smith 
KATEZ BLAMEITON THE BOOM BOOM brown classic tabby lad not yet a year old and 
very well grown for his age. Rectangular body shape and good weight. Well set ears which 
are large in size and with tufts. High set cheek bones with the cheeks fairly full. Eyes are 
green in colour and with a slightly oblique aperture and set. Slight concave curve at the 
nasal bridge. Square muzzle. Level bite. Coat has a soft top coat and some undercoat 
present. Very nicely prepared and the classic pattern is evident. Lovely black markings to 
the butterfly on the shoulders and oysters on the flanks. Nice m to the forehead and lines 
across the cheeks. Tail is very well furnished and in proportion to the body length.  
AC SILVER TABBY MAINE COON ADULT; 1 CC & BOB; Archeer RACOONES RESORT 
PORTHOS red silver tabby and white coming up to a year old. Strong bone for his age with 
good weight. Tufts to large ears which are set quite high with a good width apart. Cheeks 
fairly full and high set cheek bones. Square muzzle. Touch more breadth to the chin for 
balance. Profile has a slight concave curve at the nasal bridge. Excellent coat texture with 
varying lengths, soft to touch and very nicely prepared. White to the chest, tummy and 
paws. Silver can be seen. Tail with profuse and flowing fur and a super length. A lovely 
youngster.  



AOC MAINE COON ADULT; BOB; Archer INT GR CH ISHCUS MELISA tortie classic 
tabby and white.  
SILVER SERIES MAINE COON KITTEN; 1 & BOB; Dixon SUGARISLANDS THE ROCK 
blue silver classic tabby and white still very young but with wonderful strong bone, huge 
large feet which I am sure he will grow into. Well set ears which are large in size with 
small tufts. Cheeks are fairly full and having high set cheek bones. Green colouring to the 
eyes which have a slightly oblique aperture and set. Slight concave curve at the nasal 
bridge. Square muzzle and just a touch more breadth to the chin for balance. Coat fairly 
soft but probably going through the change of coat and  a small amount of undercoat. Tail 
reaching to the shoulders and is well furnished. White to the paws, chest and tummy. 
Tabby markings to his back are a little diffused. Well marked m to the forehead and tabby 
markings to the legs.  
BROWN OR BLUE TABBY MAINE COON KITTEN FEMALE; 1 & BOB; Archer ISHCUS 
DRAGON QUEEN brown classic tabby and white of seven months old with white to the 
paws, on the chest and also the tummy. Pristine white which is set off by a well patterned 
coat of good black and a warm ground colour. Butterfly can be seen and so can parts of the 
oysters on the flanks. Tail in proportion to the body length and lightly furnished. Well 
grown with lovely bone structure and weight. Ears are large and well placed with small 
tufts. Cheeks having high set cheek bones and fairly full. Green colour to well shaped eyes. 
Slight concave curve at the nasal bridge. Square muzzle and just a touch more breadth to 
the chin to finish off.  
AOC MAINE COON KITTEN MALE; 1 Harte COLINSGARDEN ORLANDO orange eyed 
white lad of six months old. A lovely temperament and a pleasure to handle. Well boned 
with good weight. Ears are well placed and large in size with small tufts. Cheeks are fairly 
full and high set cheek bones. Slightly concave curve to the profile. Level bite. Well shaped 
eyes which are quite a pale orange colour. Nice breadth and depth to the chin. A very well 
groomed coat which is clean and white and free from any shading. Varying lengths to the 
coat. A limited amount of undercoat. Tail balances with the body and is well furnished. 
Well done on keeping the white, white. 
AOC MAINE COON KITTEN FEMALE; 1 & BOB; Dixon GINA OF BUBU-COONS tortie 
and white of just six months old. Lovely bone structure and good weight. Large ears set 
quite high with a good width apart. I would prefer a little more width to the cheeks, but 
she has high set cheek bones. Eyes having a slightly oblique aperture and set and green 
colouring. A shallow concave curve at the nasal bridge. Square muzzle. A touch more 
breadth to the chin for balance. Level bite. A lovely length to the tail which reaches the 
shoulders and is nicely furnished. Vibrant patches of rich red and jet black to form the 
tortie pattern. White to the paws, chest and under parts. Very well groomed coat.  
NORWEGIAN FOREST KITTEN MALE; 1 & BOB; McClurg NOYNAROCK WHITE HAWK 
orange eyed white lad of seven months old. Good bone and medium in size. Tail reaching to 
the shoulders and lightly furnished. A reasonable triangular head shape which is not yet 
equilateral. Good size to the ears which he tends to hold down with tiny tufts. Oval shaped 
eyes which are pale in colour. Straight profile and a level bite. Chin falls away. The head 



balance is developing. Coat not yet coarse in texture with the woolly undercoat yet to come 
through. Shirt front starting to develop. Very well prepared being pristine white and free 
from any staining.  
NORWEGIAN FOREST KITTEN FEMALE; 1 Lenihan COOMAKISTA EVELINE tortie 
tabby of six months old. A friendly female with nice bone and standing taller on the back 
legs. Tail just about reaching to the shoulders and is quite bushy. Triangular head shape 
not yet equilateral with good size ears set high and wide at the base with small tufts. 
Large and well opened eyes which are oval in shape. Straight profile just in need of a little 
more length. Level bite. Reasonable chin. The head is still developing. Semi long haired coat 
which is lacking in undercoat at the moment. Very well groomed and with excellent colours 
to the coat, red and black. Tabby markings can be seen. A friendly female.  
CHOCOLATE AND LILAC BIRMAN NEUTER; 1 PC & BOB; Kierans CARRICKFERN 
INSIGNIA lilac lad of nearly four and a half years old. Very good bone structure and 
substance. Strong blue colour to almost round eyes. Well placed ears which are medium in 
size. Cheeks have a good width and the muzzle is well formed. Slight dip to the nose to 
form the profile. Level bite. Gloves scalloped. Socks well matched. Gauntlets broad and 
even in length. Clear body coat which was full with a nice amount of undercoat. Tail is 
lightly covered and a little short in length. All the points of a pinkish lilac grey and fairly 
well matched.  
AC COLOURPOINTED OR MITTED RAGDOL NEUTER; 1 PC; Foldes SHARALO 
ALASTAIR seal mitted of just over a year old and a strapping lad with excellent strong 
bone and very good weight. Ears slightly tilt forward and are an adequate size. Flat plane 
to the top of the head. Cheeks are full and the muzzle is well shaped. Blue colouring to the 
eyes of a slightly oblique shape. Gentle dip in the profile. Level bite. Coat is full and well 
groomed. White to the chin, mittens and back legs. Tail reaches to the shoulders and is 
nicely covered. Looking very good for still being rather young.  
2 Slater COLINSGARDEN VIVALDI tabby colourpoint of eighteen months old. Lovely 
temperament and easy to handle. Well shaped ears which slightly tilt forward and are well 
placed. Eyes have a slightly oblique shape and medium blue colour. Profile with a gentle dip. 
Level bite. A small pinch in the muzzle today. Flat plane. Cheeks are nice and full. Some 
shading to the body coat which is quite full and nicely groomed with a soft silken texture. 
Strong tabby markings with a well marked m to the forehead and lines across the cheeks. 
Markings on the legs. Tail just reaches to the shoulders and is nicely furnished.  
3 Noonan POPPYLOVE ENCHANTED MOSES tabby colourpoint of just over three years 
old and not too happy today, managed to have him out of the pen just long enough to 
assess. Well boned with good substance. Nicely positioned ears which are medium in size 
and slightly tilt forward. Top of the head has a flat plane. Cheeks are quite full and I 
would like a little more fullness to the muzzle. Very good blue colouring to well shaped 
eyes. Profile with a slight dip. Level bite. Coat has a small amount of shading but is lovely 
and soft in texture and very well prepared. Tail just reaches to the shoulders and is lightly 
covered with the odd tabby marking. Nice facial markings. 
BOB; Noonan GR PR POPPYLOVE GASPY MENELIK seal mitted. ] 



NORWEGIAN FOREST NEUTER; 1 PC & BOB; McClurg COOMAKISTA SNOOKS 
MCCLURG blue tabby and white of just over a year old. Fabulous bone structure and 
weight. Super Norwegian stance. Tail is long and quite bushy. A good triangular head shape 
which is equilateral. Ears are set high and wide at the base, large in size with tufts. Oval 
shape to the eyes which are green in colour. A long straight profile which is of an 
equilateral triangular shape. Level bite. Excellent balance to the head. Lovely temperament. 
Coarse texture to the coat with some woolly undercoat. Shirt front and knickerbockers. 
Very nicely prepared. White to the muzzle, chest and feet. Good tabby markings. Lovely 
lad.  
BREEDERS PERSIAN/EXOTIC; 1 McCarthy LISABEL RUBYSTAR tortie silver taby and 
white exotic with very good colours to the coat and strong tabby markings. White on the 
muzzle, chest and tummy. Super coat texture. 
2 Caughey HINCHKITZ JACKS DASH red silver tabby and white exotic with the ears just 
a touch open. Very strong type with a short nose and good break. Lovely cheeks and a soft 
coat texture.  
AV LIMIT; 1 Tanner-Mason RANECHI TAUFEEQ chocolate birman.  
2 Rima SOUTHKITTY CRYSTAL GAZER brown tabby and white.  
AV JUNIOR; 1 Morris SHEERBLISS FABIO red tabby with fabulous round eyes and a 
very good copper. Well boned and a short cobby body set low on the legs. Super well 
balanced type. 
2 Rima OSCARBARA BLUE MISTY blue tabby just showing a slight green rim. Nicely boned 
and quite a rounded tummy. Cheeks are full and a strong muzzle.  
3 Rima SHOW BABY BLOOMERS blue.  
AV SENIOR; 1 Wall INT GR CH SHEERBLISS ENRICO blue and white exotic over six 
years old. Very large rounded eyes of a deep copper which is good for his age. Superb coat 
texture with a lovely undercoat and standing away from the body. Well groomed. 
2 Archer INT GR CH ISHCUS MELISA tortie classic tabby and white maine coon. 
3 Rima SOUTHKITTY CRYSTAL GAZER brown tabby and white.  
BREEDERS PERSIAN OR EXOTIC; 1 McCarthy LISABEL I LOVE TO BOOGIE black 
silver spotted exotic with wonderful spots to his sides. Lovely type which is well balanced. 
A super coat for texture and length. 
2 Rima KAZBARA LILAC LAILA lilac and a wee baby. Short cobby body, fabulous coat 
colour which is sound to the roots and even all over. A tiny kitten with presence. 
3 Lees THADYME FAERIE TALE cream and white exotic. 
BREEDERS MAINE COON; 1 Archer ISHCUS DRAGON QUEEN brown classic tabby and 
white maine coon. 
BREEDERS AOV SLH; 1 Lenihan COOMAKISTA EVELINE tortie tabby Norwegian forest 
cat.  
AV NON BREEDERS; 1 Reid HINCHKITZ GEOFREY GEE blue tabby colourpointed exotic 
of seven months old. Wonderful coat which stands away from the body and is soft to 
touch. Eye colour still developing. 



2 Bryne SHEERBLISS RAVEN black smoke with a good black mantle and the lighter 
undercoat is still coming through. A cobby body which is set low on the legs. Well 
developed for five months old.  
3 Morris SHEERBLISS TOTALECLIPSE black exotic. 
4 Bryne SHEERBLISS MASQUERADE tortie and white exotic. 
AV 4-6 MTHS; 1 Bryne SHEERBLISS RAVEN black smoke exotic.  
2 Rima KAZBARA LILAC LAILA lilac. 
3 Bryne SHEERBLISS MASQUERADE tortie and white exotic. 
AV 6-9 MTHS; 1 Reid HINCHKITZ GEOFREY GEE blue tabby colourpointed exotic. 
2 Harte COLINSGARDEN ORLANDO orange eyed white maine coon.  
3 McClurg NOYNAROCK WHITE HAWK orange eyed white Norwegian forest cat. 
ARIES; 1 Lastauskiene CH ROGUS MAMMA CASS devon rex. 
RESIDENT IN CONNAUGHT; 1 Brindley & Smith KATEZ BLEMEITON THE BOOM 
BOOM brown classic tabby maine coon.  
NON PEDIGREE;  
1 O’Galligan TIGGY ginger and white and a very relaxed lad who is large in size and has a 
wonderful soft coat.  
2 Flood BOBBY tabby and white with large expressive eyes. Clean white and super tabby 
markings. 
3 Cleary MYSTERY mackerel tabby. 
4 Murphy LOLA blue cream. 
VETERAN CAT; 1 Kennedy MOGGIE black and white of eight years old and in fabulous 
condition. A full coat and lots of jet black patches. 
2 Hughes SIMBA brown tabby who was not happy and I was unable to assess him properly 
DEBUTANTE CAT OR KITTEN; 1 D’Rossiter POSH BEAR black and white short hair who 
is a regal looking lad with a jet black coat and beautiful sheen. 
2 Hayde BADGER black and white only eleven months old and very happy, purring all the 
time. 
3 D’Rossiter PIGLIT black and white. 
  
 
 
	  


